
mDRIVE™ Operation & Controls

Your truck’s mDRIVE™ automated manual transmission 
delivers smoother shifts, a more comfortable ride  
and better payload and fuel economy.
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Your truck’s gear selector keypad is located on the front  
instrument panel. There are four gear modes: Reverse (R),  
Neutral (N), Drive (D) and Manual (M).

Press the R button to engage the reverse gears. 
Press the N button to place the transmission in neutral. 
Press the D button to place the transmission in automated drive mode.
Press the M button to hold the current operating gear.

Press the MaxBrake mode button to keep the engine in  
its optimum output RPM range for engine braking.

!
If your mDRIVE™-equipped truck requires towing, you MUST  
disconnect the driveline before towing. Failure to do so will result in  
severe transmission damage.
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MAXBRAKE MODE

During engine braking, press the MaxBrake mode button to keep the engine in its 
optimum (1700–2100) output RPM range for engine braking. When MaxBrake mode 
is activated, the transmission can automatically downshift to maintain the target 
speed range. Return shifting to normal by applying the accelerator pedal.

GRADE GRIPPER

This feature provides anti-rollback assistance during the transition from a  
stopped position to starting on a grade by automatically applying the service  
brake for up to three seconds. This function allows you time to move your foot  
from the brake pedal to the accelerator pedal.

To instantaneously release your truck’s brakes, press the dash-mounted grade  
gripper disable switch to temporarily override the function.
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! If your mDRIVE™-equipped truck requires towing,  you MUST disconnect the 
driveline before towing. Failure to do so will result in severe transmission damage.


